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SUBJECT –ENGLISH

Make Mind Maps of chapters –
1. A Triumph of Surgery
2. The Thief’s Story
3. The Midnight Visitor
4. A letter to God
5. Nelson Mandela
6. Two Stories about Flying
 His First Flight
 Black Aeroplane
Write the Following letters –
1. Your newly constructed school requires saplings for its garden and playground. You
are Sameer/Sameera, Admin Officer of Lakshmi Public School, Pitampura, New
Delhi. Write a letter to the manager, M/s Gulab Nursery, 34, Lakshmi Nagar, Delhi
Placing order for the same.
2. You are Keerti/Krishna of 34, Kailash Colony, Delhi. Recently you availed a package
of a 2 day trip to Agra with Akash Tours and Travels, but were disappointed by the
services provided. Write a complaint letter to the manager of Akash tours and travels,
51, Raja Garden, New Delhi to express your disappointment.
3. You are Suha/Soham. You have been working as a chemist at Garga Medicos for 5
years. You purchased all the medicines from the wholesaler Satyam Medical stores.
You have come across the stock that you ordered contains banned and expired
medicines. Write a letter of complaint to express your dissatisfaction towards the
store.
4. You are Rajat/Rajni, Activity Incharge of Rayan International School, Dwarka, New
Delhi. Your school is planning to visit Shimla during summer vacations with 150
students and 7 teachers. Write a letter of inquiry to the Tour Manager, Balaji Tours
and Travels, Karol Bagh, Delhi inquiring about the itinerary, charges,
accommodation, food, and other travels.
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HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
Make Videos related to topics taught in the class (group/individual)
ASSIGNMENT : QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

SUBJECT –SCIENCE

:
1 Make a project on topic -Energy Conservation.
2 Prepare activities based on topic –electricity
3 Do the assignments from assignments booklet of chapters done in class.
4 Prepare all the diagrams of chapter life processes.
5 Revise all the three chapters done in the class.

SUBJECT –S.ST.

POLITICAL SCIENCE
10A (1-24)
10B(1-25)
10C (1-25)
Make a project on any two popular movements like #ME TOO movement by using
surveys, interviews, cartoons, posters and news clippings for upgrading the project.
ECONOMICS
10 A(25-48)
10B (26-49)
10C (26-50)
Write information about all the five consumer rights. Paste events, happenings, images,
cases along with the explanation of each right.
ROAD SAFETY PROGRAMME
Its mandatory for all students, they have to divide themselves into 8 groups and prepare
a short movie on traffic rules.

SUBJECT –SANSKRIT
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-
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(3)

SUBJECT –COMPUTER

1. Create a blog on www.wordpress.com on “Cyber Safety”. Write a
paragraph on the topic. Publish the blog and share the link at
davhhw@gmail.com. Mention your name and Class in the subject.
2. Create a brochure on the topic “Cyber Safety” in MS WORD (Add 3
columns , page colour , header, footer ,relevant images and other features
of Ms Word to make it creative). Bring coloured print out and submit.

SUBJECT –ART

HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK

To make any two composition with poster colour on A3 size ivory paper –
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